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1. A ghost-filled re-creation of  this event occursafter limo driver Dewey Lamort hires the title
characters of  the cartoonThe Real Ghostbusters. In 2017 Alex Cox directed a film that depicted this
event in the style of Rashomon. Spock uses a mind-meld to help protect the Enterprise crew during
a deadly re-enactment of  this event in theStar Trek episode "Spectre of  the Gun." A film titled for
this used the final screenplay written by Leon Uris. The lead-up to this event is depicted in the first
post-war film of  Henry (*)Fonda's career, My Darling Clementine. 15 years after this event, one of  its central
figures served as a referee for a Bob Fitzsimmons and Tom Sharkey boxing match. Kirk Douglas played
Doc Holliday in a 1957 film named after, for 10 points, what event depicted in the Kurt Russell film
Tombstone?
ANSWER: gunfight at the OK Corral [accept similar answers as long as OK Corral is given; prompt on less
specific answers such as the Earp gunfight or similar] <Nelson, History>

2. Gus Van Zant evokes one of  this man's drawingsin the final scene of Last Days, in which the
Kurt Cobain-like protagonist's soul rises into the air. M. Ward sings "Birth is just a chorus, death is
just a verse" in a song titled for this man's "View." Red John repeatedly recites a poem by this man
in The Mentalist. Despite not being a musician, Allan Ginsberg recorded an entire studio album
based on this man's works. Johnny Depp's character is (*) mistaken for this man because they share
the same name in Jim Jarmusch's Dead Man. Francis Dolarhyde's elaborate tattoos mimic one of  this man's
paintings, which Dolarhyde later devours in the film Red Dragon. The fifth issue of Watchmen, "Fearful
Symmetry," takes its name from a poem by, for 10 points, what English painter and author of  "The Tyger"?
ANSWER: William Blake <Vopava, Literature>

3. A boy playing this character in a school play refuses to kiss Emma on Degrassi: The Next
Generation because Emma just caught gonorrhea from Jay. Prince Mamuwalde (MAH-moo-WAHL-day)
has a life-changing interaction with this character in the opening of  a 1972 blaxploitation film. Ina
recent film series, this character is a single father to a girl named (*) Mavis. Raul Julia (rah-OOL "Julia")
replaced Frank Langhella (lan-JEL-uh) as this character in a 1977 stage adaptation that was designed by
Edward Gorey. Puns on this character's name provide the title of  J.D.'s screenplay onScrubs as well as the
casket-chassis (CHASS-ee) hot rod that Grandpa creates on The Munsters. In an early film, Max Schreck played
Orlok, a total ripoff  of, for 10 points, what literarycharacter who made a star out of  Bela Lugosi?
ANSWER: Count Dracula <Vopava, Literature>

4. In the Family Guy episode "The King is Dead" after Lois accuses Peter of  not doing "a creative
thing in [his] life," Peter disputes claiming he wrote a novel with this title. The Season 17 opener of
The Simpsons takes its title from that novel with this name and begins with Homer allowing the
mafia to shoot an adult film in his house to recoup a bad sports bet. Tom Hanks and (*) Bruce
Willis star in a 1990 Brian de Palma adaptation of that novel of  this name. The final DLC sequence for
Assassin's Creed II is set amidst a historical event known by this name, which ends with Ezio assassinating
this event's perpetrator as he is burnt at the stake. A 1987 Tom Wolfe novel takes its title from, for 10
points, what 1497 Florence event in which supporters of  Girolamo Savonarola burnt thousands of  objects
including books and pieces of  art.
ANSWER: Bonfire of  the Vanities<Weiner, History>


